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The limitations of sampling a bandpass ignal at the (on the average) Nyquist rate and the possibility of 
equivalent low pass processing have stimulated research toward obtaining a separate interpolation for the in- 
phase and quadrature components of the signal. Known results are to sample at a half the Nyquist rate of 
these in-phase and quadrature components, or, under Brown's condition, ro 0 = k•r/2 (where ro 0 and •r are the 
center angular frequency and the angular bandwidth of the signal, respectively, and k is an integer), to sample 
at the same rate the signal and its Hilbert transform or the signal and the signal delayed rr/2ro 0. Grace and 
Pitt [J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 44, 1453 (1968)] and Brown [IEEE Trans. Aerosp. Electron. Syst. AES-15, 366 
(1979); J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 67, 1959 (1980)] have worked in the last direction, that has been generalized by the 
authors [Proc. First European Conf. Signal Proc., 197, Lausanne (1980)] to consider two general inear 
functionals of the signal. In this paper, the possibility of a further reduction of the sampling rate of the 
functionals maintaining a separate interpolation is shown: if we consider 2N linear functionals (with a certain 
restfiction) and w0 = k•r/2N (generalized Brown's condition), an interpolation is possible from samples taken 
at 1/2N the Nyquist rate, and separation is obtained when N functionals have identically zero quadrature 
components of their impulse responses and the impulse responses of the other N functionals do not show in- 
phase components. Minimum oversampling rates required when generalized Brown's condition fails are also 
discussed. 
PACS numbers: 43.60.Cg, 43.60.Gk 
INTRODUCTION 
To recover a deterministic, real, finite energy, band- 
limited bandpass signal x(t) from its samples taken at 
the Nyquist rate ((•/• samples/s, where (• rad/s is the 
angular bandwidth of the signal) is only possible when 
the center angular frequency of x(t), coo, equals k(•/2, k 
an odd integer. x This limitation and the possibility of 
equivalent lowpass processing a with the in-phase and 
quadrature components of x(t), i.e., p•(t) and. q•(t) in 
x(t)=p•(t)cos %t-q•(t)sin coot , (1) 
respectively, have prompted research on sampling sig- 
nals associated with x(t) which will also allow a separ- 
ate interpolation for p•(t) and q•(t), maintaining simul- 
taneously the theoretically minimum (average) sampling 
rate (•/•. 
Besides the obvious alternative of sampling the in- 
phase and quadrature components of x(t) at (•/2•r, it is 
well known that we can also sample at (•/2•r both x(t) and 
its Hilbert transform • (t) or x(t) and x(t- •/2coo) , ob- 
taining a separate interpolation when co = ko/2, k a pos- 
itive integer. •'s-s The last equality will be indicated as 
Brown' s condition. 
These possibilities have been generalized recently 6'• 
to consider sampling the outputs of two linear time-in- 
variant systems driven by x(t) instead of x(t) and œ (t) or 
x(t) and x(t-•/2Wo). Under Brown's condition, we will 
arrive at a separate interpolation formula if the impulse 
response of one system has an identically zero quadra- 
ture component and the impulse response of the other 
shows an identically zero in-phase component. 
In the present paper, we intr•uce a generalization of 
the above methods, considering 2N linear time-invari- 
ant systems excited. by x(t), in order to allow further re- 
ductions of the sampling rate applied. to each output, and 
imposing on the corresponding transfer functions condi- 
tions to obtain a separate interpolation. This procedure 
can be viewed as an useful particularization of a general 
multichannel bandpass sampling theorem proposed by 
Brown following two approaches: extending Papoulis' 
lowpass formulation s'•ø for bandpass signals, • and sim- 
ilarly extending a direct formulation xa to bandpass wave- 
for m s. xs 
I. A GENERAL INTERPOLATION FORMULA 
We will follow a simple modification of Papoulis' gen- 
eralized sampling expansion, s'•ø that is applicable to 
lowpass functions. 
Let {H,(w)}f: 5 be the transfer functions of the 2/7 linear 
time-invariant systems considered; we assume real 
systems, which implies Hermitian H•(co): 
H•(co) = H•*(- co), i = 1,..., 2N. (2) 
We form the system of 2N equations 
2N 
=• H•(co + rc)Y•(co, t)= exp(jrct), r = 0,... ,N- 1 
(3) 
•.• //•(co+ 2coo+ rc)Y•(co, t) 
= exp[j(2co + rc)t], r = 0,...,N- 1, 
where c = a/N, anr• we assume that (3) possesses a sol- 
ution {Y•(co, t)}[__• in (- coo- (•/2, - coo - •r/2 + c); these re- 
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strictions on the transfer functions constitute an "inde- 
pendence" condition. 
The above system is a special case of the system used 
in Brown's earlier paper. n This restriction and the 
generalized Brown's condition that follows are necess- 
ary to allow a separate interpolation, since, under gen- 
eral conditions, it is not possible to obtain it since the 
interpolation functions yield "asymmetrical" spectra 
about + COo, that cause the in-phase and quadrature com- 
ponents to be different from zero. These "asymmetri- 
cal" spectra show discontinuities in their transfer func- 
tions. 6.7 
If 2w o = kc, i.e., 
co = k•/2N, (4) 
k a positive integer, it will be easy to see that each 
Y•(w, t) is periodic with a period T- 2•/c- 2•N/rr. We 
will 7•ork under this restriction, that we designate as 
"generalized Brown's condition." 
Each product Yi(co, t)exp(jcot) can be expanded in a 
Fourier series in (- co - (r/2, - co - (r/2 + c): 




y,..(t) = •- •o -*/•' Yt (co, t) exp[j co(t - nT) ] dco 
= Yi,o( t - nT). (6) 
Then 
Yi(co, t) exp(jcot) = •'•. yi.o(t -nT) exp(jnTco) (7) 
and, from the first equation of (3) multiplied by exp(jcot) 
and (7), we obtain 
exp(jwt)= •'•//i(w)•.• Yi.o(t-nT)exp(jnTw) 
t=l n =-•o 
(8) 
in (- co - (• /2, - co - or/2 + c). But (8) holds also for ev- 
ery co in coo-or/2 < [col <COo + •/2. To prove this, we use 
the (1 + r)th and the (N + 1 + r)th equations of (3). Follow- 
ing the same steps as before, we find 
2# 
exp[j(co+ rc)t]= • Hi(co+ rc) 
x Z Yi.o(t-nT)exp(jnTco) 
= tti (co + rc) Yi ,o( t - nT) 
x exp[jnT(co + rc)] (9a) 
and 
exp[j(co + 2co  +rc)t] = •fi• !Jt(co + 2co o + rc) 
x • yi.o(t-nT)exp(jnTco) 
= Hi(co + 2co o + rc) • yi.o(t -nT) 
i=1 n= 
x exp[jnT(co + 2co + rc)] (9b) 
in (- co - (r/2, - coo- (r/2 + c); the last steps in (9a) and 
(9b) being valid because 
exp(jnTrc) = exp(jn2•r)= 1 (10a) 
and, under generalized Brown's condition 
exp[jnT(2% + rc)]= exp[jn2•(k + r)]= 1. (10b) 
The changes of variables co + rc = co' and co + 2co  + rc 
= co" in (9a) and (9b) prove that (8) is valid in -coo-or/2 
+ rc<co<-coo-Cr/2+ (r+ 1)c and in coo- or/2+ rc<co< 
coo- or/2 + (r + 1)c, respectively. When r varies between 
0 and N- 1, we cover the signal band (SB). 
Using (8), we can write 
1 X(co) exp(jcot)dco = • x(t) = •-•
x H•(co) • y•.o(t-nT)exp(jnTco) 
t=1 n= 
= Y•'ø(t-nT) • i=1 n ='•ø 
2# 
x exp(j. Tco)dco= • • g.(nT)Y..o(t-.T). (11) 
i=1 n=-•o 
where gi(t) is the output of the ith linear time-invariant 
system. Expression (11) is a general interpolation for- 
mula. 
II. TO OBTAIN A SEPARATE INTERPOLATION 
A change of variable in (6) leads to 
) Y,.o(t) = 7.../2 Y•(co- coo, t)exp(jcot)aco exp(-jcoot). (12) 
On the other hand, introducing the spectra of the com- 
plex envelops of the impulse responses 
Bht(co)= 2//t(co+ coo)U(co+ o), i= 1,... ,217, (13) 
where u(.) is the unit step function, it is clear that the 
system (3) can be written in the form 
• B•[- (co + rc)]Iq(½o-coo, t) 
= 2 exp(jrct), r = 0,...,N- 1 
• B•(co+ rc)Y•(co-coo, t) 
= 2 exp[j(2co + rc)t], r = 0,... ,iV- 1 
in - cr/2 < co < - or/2 + c. 
(14) 
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Assuming N Hermitian and N anti-Hermitian B•(w), 
i.e., 
Bhi (w) = B •t (- w), i = 1,... ,N, (15a) 
•(•) = -•(- •), i = •v + •,..., x•, (•5b) 
{indices may be interchanged), and adding the nth and 
(N + n)th equations, n = 1, ... ,N, we obtain 
• Bhs(w+ rc)Ys(w- Wo, t ) . 
= 2 exp(jrct) exp(j2wot) + 1 2 , r= 0, ...,N- 1 (16a) 
and subtracting the nth from the (N + n)th equations, 
23[ 
• B•(w+ rc)Yi(w- Wo, t)
= 2 exp(jrct) exp (j2wot) - 1 2 , r= 0,...,N- 1. (10b) 
Terms [exp(j2Wot ) + 1 ]/2 and [exp(j2wot ) - 1]/2 give 
rise to, following (12), the factors 
[exp(j2Wot) + 1] exp(-jWot)/2 = cos Wot (17a) 
and 
[exp(j 2Wot ) - 1] exp(- j Wot ) /2 = j sin Wot (17b) 
in the {Y,.o(t)}•:x and {Y,.o(t)}]•3[.x, respectively. Then, {y•.o(t-nT)} have only in-phase or quadrature compon- 
ents, because 
cos- . nT)] = (- 1)nkCOS' sin [wø(t - sin twøt) (18) 
using generalized Brown's condition. 
Thus, with the assumptions (15a) and (15b), a separ- 
ate interpolation is obtained. These assumptions are 
necessary, since they offer the only possibility to form 
23[ the cos Wot or sin Wot factors in { y•.o(t)}i.x. 
The assumed conditions are equivalent to an identic- 
ally zero quadrature component for the first N impulse 
responses and an identically zero in-phase component 
for the last N impulse responses. They are also equiv- 
alent to the following: ReHi(w)u(w) and ImH•(w)u(w) 
have to be symmetrical and antisymmetrical functions 
with respect to Wo, respectively, for i = 1, ... ,N, and 
just the contrary for i = N + 1, ..., 2N. 
Strictly speaking, these conditions need to hold only 
in the signal band. 
Systems (16a) and (10b) and formula (12) are easier to 
use than system (3) and formula (6) in these cases. 
Writing 
• Bhi(w+ rc)Zs(w, t)= 2 exp(jrct), 
r- 0, ... ,N- 1, (19a) 
• B•i(w+ rc)Z•(w, t) = 2exp(jrct), 
i=N+I 
•' = 0, ..o, N- 1, 
in - <r/2 < w < - <r/2 + c, and 
1 F '*/•½ zt'ø(t) = 7,.•/•. Zt(w, t) exp(jwtMw 
the separate general interpolation formula is 
x(t)= (• • (-1)•"•(nZ)z•.o(t_nZ cOS•ot 




Note that, since 
Bat(w) = P•(w), i = 1,... ,N, (22a) 
Bat(w)=jQh•(w), i=N+ 1,...,2N, (22b) 
where Pn(w), Qhi(oo), indicate the spectra of the in-phase 
and quadrature components of hi(t), respectively (there- 
fore, they are Hermitian functions), {Zt.o(t)}•: x and 
{Zt.o(t)}t__3[.x will be real and purely imaginary functions, 
respectively. Then, (21) is a real expression. 
Iii. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE 
Let us select N = 2 
•r •r ' (23a) 
H•.(w) J[(w Wo)n(w-wø) (, )] = - w+w0 , 
.(23b) 
Ha(w,: [II(W;wø)+ ,II(W; wø) ] exp(-jw•/2Wo,, (23c) 
•q(0o) j[(u, •o)n( •- •o) (•+ •o )] = - o' +(w+ Wo)II 
x exp(-jw•/2Wo), (23d) 
that imply 
gx(t) = x(t), (24a) 
g•.(t) = [dp•(t)/dt]cos Wot - [dq•(t)/dt] sin Wot , (24b) 
ga(t) = x(t- r/2Wo) , (24c) 
g4(t) = g•.(t - r/2Wo) , (24d) 
and spectra of complex envelopes 
Bq(•) = 2rt (•/•), (25a) 
B•(w) = 2jwII (w/•), (25b) 
B•s(w) = - 2jII(w/•) exp(- jw•r/2•Oo) , (25c) 
B•(w) = 2wlI (•o/a) exp(--jw=/2Wo) , (25d) 
that satisfy the conditions for a separate interpolation. 
Applying (19a) and (19b), we arrive at (c = •r/2) 
z•(w, t) + jwz2(w, t) = 1, (26) 
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Z• (co, t) + j(co + q/2)Z•.(co, t) = exp(jcrt/2) 
- j exp(- j co •/2coo)Z s (w, t) + co exp(-jco•/2coo)Z4(co , t) 
= 1 -jexp[-j(co+ (7/2)•/2coo]Zs(co, t)+ (co+ •/2) 
xexp[-j(co+ (7/2)?r/2coo]Z4(co, t) = exp(jot/2) (27) 
in - (7/2 < co< 0. From (26), 
Z•(co, t)= 1 - (2co/•)[exp(j(7t/2) - 1], (283) 
Z•.(co, t)= (2/j(7)[exp(jot/2) - 1], (28b) 
and, from (27), 
Z•(co, t)= j exp(•co•/2co o) 
x (1 - (2co/(7){exp[j(7(t + •/2coo)/2 ]- 1•), (293) 
Z4(co, t) = (2/(7) exp(jco•/2co o)
x•exp[j(7(t + •/2coo)/2 ] - 1}. (29b) 
Applying (20), we obtain 
Zx.o(t) = 16 sin•'((Tt/4)/o•f ', (303) 
z•..o(t) = 16 sin•'(•/4)/oet, (30b) 
-jZs.o(t) = 16 sin•'[(7(t + •/2coo)/4]/(7•(t + •/2coo) •, (30c) 
-jZ•.o(t) = 16 sin•'[(7(t + •/2coo)/4]/o•(t + •/2coo). (30d) 
Inserting (303)- (30d) in (21), we will obtain the cor- 
responding separate interpolation formula. 
IV. WHEN GENERALIZED BROWN'S CONDITION IS 
NOT SATISI FlED 
When co :f k(7/2N, it is possible to maintain the pre- 
vious formulation in each of the two ways proposed for 
the case N= I (Brown's condition). s'v We will review 
briefly these ways, adapting them to the general case. 
H co must be maintained in formula (21) (because there 
is some symmetry with respect to Wo, or because co  is 
a carrier frequency), we will use the smallest (7'> o 
such that co = k(7'/2N, i.e., 
(7' = 2NWo/E[•Wo/(7 ], (31) 
where E[.] indicates the greatest integer function. The 
corresponding new sampling rate will be 
liT'= (7'/2ruV = cool•E[2Ncoo/(7]. (32) 
(7' and T' will take the places of (7 and T, respectively, 
in (21). 
In a general situation, since band limitation is not a 
physical possibility, co need not have the strict sense of 
center angular frequency; then, we can search for the 
minimum sampling rate without maintaining co  . The 
corresponding new bandwidth (7" is obtained by dividing 
2Nco + (7 in the maximum number of equal segments of 
width (7" > •; then 
(7" (2Ncoo+ (7)/E[(2NCOo+ (7)/(7] (33) 
and we have a sampling rate 
1/T"= (7"/2xN = (2Ncoo+ (7)/2ruVE 
x [(2Ncoo+ (7)/(7]<1/T'= (7'/2rdV 
= (2Ncoo+ (7')/2•NE[(2Ncoo+ (7)/(7]. (34) 
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The corresponding new angular center frequency is 
"= (7/2 (7"/2. (35) coo coo + 
(7", T •, and co•' will take the places of (7, T, and COo, 
respectively, in (21). 
(7" is the best solution in this second situation, be- 
cause increasing the spectral interval to be segmented 
does not allow a sampling rate (7'" <(7#. To prove this, 
we can use the following argument: If the interval were 
increased and we look for (7"' < (7", the number of seg- 
ments would increase also; it would be 
(36) 
where ,.,"' would be the new center angular frequency '•0 ß 
Equation (36)would imply 
co'" > co . (37)  
It would be also necessary that the N segments of width 
o"'/N disposed around ñ ,.,'" cover the signal band; this '-0 
implies 
(38) 
"' - coo)- (39) (7'" >• (7+ 2(co  
Introducing the minimum value of (7"' according to (39) 
in (36), we obtain 
2Nco•" + 2("'"' - coø) [ 2Ncoø 1] -'o >• E + (7+ 2(co•' - coo) L (40) 
and this is not possible when co•" > co and w o > (7/2. This 
impossibility is maintained for greater values of (7'". 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown that it is possible to obtain separate 
interpolation of the components of a band-limited band- 
pass signal from samples of 2N linear functionals of it, 
taken at a rate equal to 1/2N times the Nyquist rate, with 
only three restrictions: 
(a) the transfer functions corresponding to the 2N lin- 
ear functionals have to provide a solution for the system 
(3) in - coo - (7/2 < co < - co - (7/2 + (7/N; 
(b) the center angular frequency and the bandwidth of 
the signal will be related by COo= k(7/2N, where k is an 
integer (generalized Brown's condition); 
(c) the impulse responses of N systems have identical- 
ly zero quadrature components, and the impulse re- 
sponses of the other N systems have identically zero in- 
phase componentsß 
Some known results (corresponding to N = 1) are par- 
ticular cases of this general method. 
This formulation is of interest because it allows re- 
ductions of individual sampling rates (maintaining Ny- 
quist rate on the average) and the use of a minimum 
number of interpolating filters in equivalent lowpass 
processing (or, equivalently, a minimum number of 
"frequency-continuous" bandpass interpolating filters). 
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When generalized Brown' s condition is not satisfied, 
we can apply the described procedure with a minimum 
sampling rate 1/T'= •r'/2rdV = Wo/•E[2Nwo/• ] maintaining 
the center angular frequency, or with a minimum sam- 
pling rate l/T#= a#/2•N= (2Nw o + a)/2•VE[(2Nw o + •)/a] 
without maintaining w o. 
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